Birds
(unfinished)

What are birds, how do they fly, how do they live, what is their relation to humans?
Since Da Vinci studies on flight these have been very real questions. I am not much
concerned with applications to human powers, airplanes, war planes and the like. Da
Vinci wanted to make a flying machine, but now that is done. He was afraid of what
humans would do with such a technology. I see what they have done. Now they
unethically kill people from “drones” unmanned airplanes and can target a dime, but
still they often kill innocent people. My own uncle Walter died in a World War II B-23
Bomber, he was a navigator, So the subject does not interest me much. My complaint
about human flight is that it is not natural: no easy and born of our babies, not graceful
as the seagull or hawk, or precise as the Hummingbird: it is awkward and largely money
or power driven.
My interest in birds is not about killing or power. I am not sure why birds came to
interest me. It began with a crow with an injured wing we had as a child. Or in my late
teens I found a sparrow dashed to the ground by a storm. I brought him home and he
slept in my room on a perch for two days, until he started flying around my room and I
let him out the door to freedom.
There are some great bird artists, who do mostly birds. Don Eckleberry, Louis Feurtes,
and Barry MacKay, for instance. I am not a bird artist of that kind. Some of them, like
Audubon and Fuertes, killed birds and then painted them. I do not like to kill anything,
if I can help it. I wrote in 1999, that
“after my heart attack, [1997] I went back to my origins trying to find out what
happened and why…. I returned to painting and the natural world—the two
abiding interests that have not forced me into disillusion and rejection…I am glad
I have gone the way that I have. Painting has many problems, as does the natural
world, but at least they give me a means of self-expression, and a sense of hope
for the human world, which I long sought to abandon. The natural world holds
answers to our human problems.. if we will but look and learn from it, so I try to
do, slowly, day after day.
Yes, I had been studying history before my heart attack, but after it I gave up on all that
and turned to my oldest love, which was, and still is, the natural world. Doing this was a

very private experience, nothing I intended to share. But after two years of studying one
pond, and the river next to it, my private experience went into a series of paintings
about what I had learned. To many these will be just more nature paintings, of a rather
naturalistic kind. But to me they were not that. Indeed, they were a series of life giving
images of the real world. I had nearly died, technically I did die, and all that was left was
life itself and I wanted to sing praise to that.
I knew there were killers who see animals as trophies for their testosterone poisoned
egos. But to me they were never that, they were beings I loved in a place I studied
closely, over a very long period of time. My own not wanting to die, slowly became a
metaphor for all that was fragile and wanted to stay alive. I ceased having any time for
killers and became interested in birds and animals as primary subjects, part of history,
part of the story worth telling.
I was never interested in competitive bird watching and found that scene rather
repulsive. One study shows that competitive birding has 80–99 percent of the
participants male. It is a testosterone pumped form of the same competitive poison that
is destroying the earth—and birds. Greedy men, trying to dominate all that they see. Of
course, competing over bird sightings is not the same as bringing down big “game”.
Bringing down big game is just a metaphor for competitive capitalism. That is what is
destroying the earth with its production of Billionaires, just as wearing Egret Feathers or
animal fur was a decoration for rich women, conspicuous consumption, a hundred or
more years ago, which nearly wiped out the species. Now the killing is world wide, the
greed is global, from killing off Monarch butterflies and insects with Monsanto’s
herbicides, to killing off Polar Bears with Global Warming, and bottom Trawling the
seas killing everything. But I do not see the point of competition, or of wearing Egret
feathers, in any case. They take from the poor to over-feed the rich, they destroy the
earth, weathers, forests, air and water to prop up their delusions of superior wealth.
They kill, sea beings, animals, trees, and birds. It is hard to see killing as anything other
than testosterone poisoning. I chose a long time ago not to be part of that, and to protest
those who are. I have not eaten meat for 20 years.
I am doubtful I am a bird artist as a specialized entity. I doubt that art should proceed
as a specialization, which is usually a money making scheme, merely part of a corporate
process. I never aspired to that. My concerns are a lot more general, or shall I say wide
in scope, yet proceed along specific enough directions to make judgments about things
like “specialization”. I just love birds and love to paint them, among so many other
things in nature. I am no competitive birder, or “lister”, and have never made a list of
birds I have seen. I am thus merely a person who loves nature. Which means to watch
birds, and all animals,, trees, wildflowers, including hated insects, and so much else too.
I love earth and nearly all that is on it. Indeed, I always wanted children and learned so
much about having children from birds and other animals. As I watched what good

parents birds are, I wanted even more to have children myself, and my wife wanted this
too. Life and more life, that is what life is. Rather than a bird artist, I am a life artist, I
guess, a realist in that sense. As to birds, I am mostly interested in local birds and their
environments and behaviors. What they do, how they live: they have so much to teach
us. I have done few birds who live out of North America, not for lack of interest, but I
generally like to draw or paint birds that I know, and I am not much of a world traveler,
so that is why. I have not painted birds on other continents. I have not seen them
myself.

I realized in the course of time that the idea that humans are superior to animals and
nature is exactly wrong. We come from them, not they from us. We are not their
masters, but their oppressors and killers. Why people kill birds and animals is the real
question, not what makes them join birding soceities. Birds and animals have so much
to teach us about how to live on earth. The more I watched and listened, the more I
learned about birds, and water, the sky, and the way animals behave. I began to see that
humanism is a very truncated, self invovled, speciesist way of thinking and seeing. I am
interested in life on earth, not only humans, but all speceis, and all life. Birds are part of
that, as are we.

Some Point Reyes Birds

Originally I was interested in Crows, in my teens. They were despised by so many.
But I could see how they cared for each other, and had large extended families. I
admired that. I admired their intelligence. Then I became interested in birds as symbols
of mental flight and human transcendence, not unlike Medieval or Renaissance images
of birds as he ‘holy spirit’. Something of this ‘spiritual’ view of birds is still evident in the
early and middle writing is Henry Thoreau, who is yet unable to see birds too much
separated form his own subjectivity. I had a similar problem. But at some point iin Point
Reyes, I started seeing birds as beings in their own right, apart from me, and stopped
projecting on them my own desires and states of mind, When this happens one realizes
that all nature is really about itself, not human beings. Yes we have a relation, but it is
tenuous, and one begins to learn what one can of their view of themselves, their view of
life, and they do have one, indeed, they have strong views of who they are and what they
are doing. Slowly, I got over seeing them as ideas and started trying to see them as what
they really are.

When I really started studying them and ceased to see them as symbols of freedom and
flying. Putting birds in cages has always seemed to me a particularly cruel act. Da Vinci
used to buy them and let them go. I cannot afford that, and most of the birds for sale
now are from foreign lands, and the local bird trade is a distant relation to violations of
the original bird trade, which causes extinctions of birds in the wild. Of all animals,
these flying beings, birds, do not belong in houses or cages.
I realized, at last, that all animals are self evolved. They are not spiritual beings,
prolongations of an ideology or “holy spirits’. My earliest drawings of them still involve
projecting human emotions on them. I learned this only eventually, in Point Reyes, a
National Seashore in California where I lived for three years. Once I started to really see
live birds in the wild and to study their behavior, I was totally enamored, and have not
ceased to be interested in their actual lives. Birds are the only remaining heritage left of
the Dinosaurs. But they are not merely recaps of what the dinosaurs were. They have
reinvented themselves countless times and are now complex, varied beings of their own.
When I first started to study them I had only glimmers of this, but as time went on I
began to see them as individuals, fighting for their own lives as humans do. I begin to
see that they are, like all living things, beings who want to love their lives, and like me,
will resist any attempt to stop them from pursuing the course that their own being sets
for them to live.

Acorn Woodpecker and Douglas Fir ( 1986)
( the Four Directions)
I had just moved to Point Reyes when I did this. I had a very exciting and long trip
across the U.S. in my first car, which I bought for 400 dollars with money I made
restoring carpets. I had spent time on Native American Reservations and was full of
Native American ideas and ways of looking at the world. I got a job being a “gopher” at a
Russian Orthodox church in the woods on Inverness Ridge. I was daily surrounded by
the monkey like calls and drilling of acorns into the Douglas Firs by the Acorn
Woodpeckers. They had little skirmishes, and outburts of arguments at the Granary
trees. I was still enamoured of the Symbolist point of view, and that explains the
symetrical structure of this work. It is more a diagram than a painting. It is a diagram of
what, who and where I was at the time, tryiing to fix my new situation is some kind of
directional certainty.

Acorn Woodpeckers in Douglas Firs. (1997-2017)
Later I tried to do justice the reality of where I was in 1987. I worked on this in 1997 and
changed it yet again more recently, in 2017 and 2018. So it took me 30 years to do this. I made

a more realist work of the view of Elephant Mountain. Some call it Black Mountain, but it is
never black, even on a moonlight night, so I prefer Elephant Mountain as it does look like an
Elephant lying down. The Granary trees are completely perforated with deep holes for the
acorns the birds love to eat. Most but not all of the holes are stuffed with acorns. Tomales Bay
reflects the sky.

Acorn Woodpeckers with their acorns, drilled into a Douglas Fir.

These are some details of a few of the Acorn Woodpeckers in the painting.

I think I was living a few years in Point Reyes, when I did this. 1988 or so. It was done mostly in
fields on the way to Limantour Beach, on the Point Reyes Station side of the mountain chain
that stretches the length of the National Seashore and the Peninsula from Bolinas past Marshall.
The leaves were done from a tree out there, as I sat in the late August or September fields. I
don’t think the bird is terribly good. I was still struggling with the form. But as I had recently
seen this bird, I was trying to imitate what I saw. What I still like about this work is it has a
feeling of stained glass. Also the suggestion of space and the golden hills of Marin County is
lovingly suggested. I loved the late sun on these hills. The lower part of this little work, behind
the leaves, gives the feeling of the sun colored hills, even if it strains the imagination. One can
feel the light in the air.

I was not happy with the bird in this painting so I did another one 10 or more years later. That
sat where I keep old works for many years, and this year I took it out and worked on the bird
some more. So It took me thirty years to do the painting below. It is a version of the one above,
but better I think.

Western Tanager in Pine

Me at Limantour Beach in Point Reyes National Seashore, 1987, photo by my mother,
Barbara, who came to visit for a few weeks.. I was happy for the most part there. I loved
the landscape and spent all my free time out there exploring the place for 3 years.

My mother and Sandpipers at McClure’s Beach
Mom did not identify with the California Coast as much as I did, as I was born and grew
up there. She liked the Atlantic coast. She grew up on Long Island, and liked the wetland
areas there, which now are overdeveloped and partly, in some places, largely lost to
human centered activity and greed. I saw them when I was 11 or so, so I had a good idea
what they were. I know what was destroyed.
We stayed in a lovely Inn in Point Reyes in 1963 or 64, when I was stilll a child. The
protection of the West Coast wetlands has been much more careful. But by the time
Mom was pictured in this work, she was already showing the signs of dementia in 1998.
It pictures her ten years earlier, in 1989, though the likness of her is a little later,
probably 1997. As Mom’s dementia got worse, she lived more and more in her past and
her mind, and so disliked the idea of the west coast shoreline.
But when she was actually on the shoreline of the West coast, and her mind still intact,
she loved it, and in 1988 even looked for a house along it. She decided against it because
already the houses on the north coast of California were ridiculously inflated. As her
dementia got worse, we moved her out to the coast, and she died there in 2007.
I would have painted her on the east coast if I knew it better. But as it is, it is what I
knew, and it is a celebration of her love of the sea, holding an abolone shell, and few
sandpipers above the shell, amidst the geologic rocks of the West coast.

Sandpipers
This was done in the summer, the waves very small, and a few sandpipers looking for
things to eat in the littoral or intertidal zone. The light on the Pacific is vast, moist and
rich in colors. There are many rocks and seastacks and so much life. Whales are not
uncommon. I often saw them sometiems with a child. It is cold and dangerous, so few
people are seen in the water. Businessmen want to turn all life into money, but the sea is
not about money, it is about life. Getting business out of the destruction of the sea
should be one of the goals of human beings now and in the future. Indeed, stopping the
rich captitalists from destroying the earth itself in the name of his profits should be one
of the goals of everyone sensible.

I have spent a lot of time with Kingfishers. I have even spent days watching their nests,
which are dug deep in a bank on rivers or streams. The babies often grow up on fish
bones out of which the parents make a makeshift nest deep underground. But I have
never gotten a good photo of one. I have always been too distant. I have plenty of distant
or blurry film or digital video of them. This I account for not as lack of trying but simple
bad luck, and my camera is not great, and I cannot afford a better one. Maybe next year
I say to myself, so these two pictures are the only decent ones I have done. Few birds
can be done accurately from life. One needs either a complete graps of the anatomy of
birds, or photo references, preferrably both. I am still learning bird anatomy.
The second one below is a drawing from a taxidermized bird that is part of the collection
at the natural history museum here.

An owl flies above the tree line up above the lower parts of Inverness Ridge. Something
about the angle of Point Reyes Peninsula and the Ridge down the middle of it made the
weather there one of the best places I ever lived to see clouds. Wonderful fogs rolled in,
as they do in San Francisco, in the afternoon, burning off again in the morning.

This painting is an unusual one. I spent a lot of time at the Kule Loklo site in the
National Seashore. Lanny Pinola of the Pomo tribe had done a lot of work to reconstruct
a Miwok Native American village there. They built a sweat lodge, a dance house, various
granneries, and Redwood bark tepees. When I was about to leave the area, I went to
Kule Loklo to say goodye to the birds and animals. I read a poem and talked to the night.
Two barn owls, probably the ones I had studied so closely and gotten to know pretty
well, were sitting on top the Redwood bark tepee. They were looking right at me, as I
came out of the dance house. What a warm goodbye this was! They stayed there quite
awile, shoulder to shoulder like this.

The owls stand side by side. It is based on the previous one, but is closer and more
intimate. The Big tree is a Douglas Fir, the smaller are pines. These grow up the sides of
Inverness Ridge.

The barn across from my house. I talked with the owner of this barn, a man named
Giacomini, about the owls that lived in it. I could tell by the look on his face that he did
not care about them. And later I saw that he already knew they would be frightened
away. It was all about money for him and his family. He sold it to a developer who built
a series of shops in the two barns. When I went back there some years later and saw it, I
protested, and suggested that they at least put up a box for the Barn Owls, on the top of
side of the building, but I don’t think they ever did. So the owls were dispalced by
human greed, as usual. I made the closer barn a little higher than reality so the viewer
could see Inverness Ridge which is parallel to Tomales Bay. I spent a lot of time with
these owls, and saw one of their babies fledge that year.

;

Point Reyes: Owl Outside my Place
The view point in this one is about 20 feet off the ground above B street, in Point Reyes
Station. It is an impossible place to be, but this is a work partly of imagination. But I
hesitate to say it is imaginary. I watched the owls out my kitchen window quite often.
This is a work of memory, more than imagination. My paintings often interlock, as it
were, one of them leading to the next. The path to the right for instance leads to various
paintings done from life of the fields and river there. It is nearly the same point in space
as the previous painting, though the latter is higher. That is Mount Wittenberg distant,
and you can see Lagunitas Creek too. I liked the name Wittenberg, as it was where
Luther started the Protestant Rebellion, which helped to engender science and Darwin
indirectly. I was also glad the dam was finally taken down, which is down to the right of
what you can see. The dam had stopped the Salmon swimming up Lagunitas Creek,. I
saw the Salmon swimming up the Creek at last. I did a picture of that when I was seven
or eight for a report I did for school and finally saw the real thing. Humans too often see
only the needs of their own species and neglect or harm those they do not care about.

Killing off species that are in their way, this is what people do, and they claim to have
the right to do that. They don’t.

This is a study for the painting above, a little lower in viewpoint. Though it is a ground
level point of view, I prefer the in the air point of view, as so much more can be shown.

Barn Owl near Marshall
I had a friend who lived out in Marshall and often went to a resturant out there, near the
ocean. I wandered the hills along Tomales Bay and did paintings out there, on which
this is partly based. I found a dead Barn Owl out there and by that time I was so
attached to them I mourned its loss. It was remote where I found it, and no obvious sign
of killing by humans. So it ws probalby killed and eaten by a Greated Horned Owl. I still
have many feathers from the kill site. I was so moved by the death of this bird I did this
painting in memory of the bird. I show him or her flyiing free on that beautiful site.
Coyote Bush and Pine all around. That is a young Bishop Pine on the right. I worked this
painting over a number of times, over many years.

Ospreys
A bird I saw a lot of in Point Reyes was the Osprey. This was up the street in the
Inverness Park valley where I lived for a short time. I started this work 30 years ago and
just finished it recently. I saved it all these years and finially felt I could finish it. I
originally could not finish it partly because I knew the people that lived near where this
old snag was, and did not want to stand any longer in front of their house. So I never
finished it. I thought I had a good start, working for life in one sitting. Here is the this
unfinished early version of 1988.

I watched the birds a lot and knew what I wanted ot do with them. I wanted a family,
as I saw at the site itself. So I put that in, and reordered the trees to make it look more
like it was up on a ridge.
One of my special memories from when I was a kid was seeing a nesting pair of Ospreys
when my family stayed on Pond Island in Maine, at the mouth of the Kennebec river.
We were invited to stay by a family who lived every summer on the island. The nest was
on the roof of the light keeper’s house and could only be seen from inside the light house
itself. It was a roof covered in lichens and and was very sere and wild looking. We saw
the female on her eggs. Nearby was a tidal hole in the Island rocks, called a punch bowl,

that was perhaps 20 feet deep and a dead sheep lay on the rock shelf halfway down. It
was a wild and somewhat dangerous palce with 14 foot high tides and strong seas. We
had blueberry pancakes with blueberries we picked outelves, in an old house that was
dark and full of a honest kind of simplcity. I liked it and have often thought of it since.
This memory plays into this painting somewhow, certainly into my fascination with
Ospreys. I wanted the birds up high, and put them on this snag, of dead tree, way up on
Inverness ridge, Where they could look down and see the whole huge expanse of
Tomales Bay on one side and the ocean on the other. The fog is coming in and the clouds
are all chooped un and dressed in twlight colors. It is a wild bird that lives on fish,
mostly, and so I show the male coming to feed his young family with a Rockfish. I have
never seen the Rockfish being carried by an Osprey, but it is a wild fish that lives in the
sea of Northern California and I think it one of our more beaufituful fish, so I put it in.

Osprey Family, 1988-2018

Seagulls and Shorebirds

The above two show me at Limantour Beach with many shorebirds. There are
Sanderlings, Godwits, Dowitchers, a few Willets, Curlews and Seagulls. I don’t know
how many twilights I spent wandering on the beaches and over the hills, but there were
hundreds of times. And I would often come across collections of birds or animals at this
time and I watched thm as closely as they watched me.

These Birds, Ring billed Seagulls can be anywhere there is water. They also are often
over parking lots

A study of the pink and blue on a beach at twilight.

Snow Geese
I think I could do this better now, but I am not sure there is a point in redoing it. I was
concerned at the time about the involvlement of killing Snow Geese by Ducks unLimited
and other organizations that push bird killing. Ducks Unlimited has unfortunately got
themselves wrapped up with the corrupt US fish and Wldlfife Service, which itself runs
many of the Wildlife Refuges, many of which are killing zones . I read an essay by Barry
MacKay about Snow Geese that was very good. He wanted to try to stop the killing of
them. I’ve seen Snow Geese at Tule Lake in northern California, as well as here. They
migrate over the Cuyahoga Valley, south in the Fall and north in the Spring Ive seen
flocks of thousands of birds and smaller flocks of 20 or thirty. This is a portrait of them
with the Milky Way behind them. I did the birds mostly from some very old black and
white photos.
Below is a little oil sketch of them swimming in water.

Small oil drawing of snow geese

Tundra Swans Flying up Tomales Bay

Limantour, Lupine and Northern Harrier

I’ver crossed the Great Basin many times in different places. I’ve camped in it, and
studied it. One can see it ideally in Oregon when the Ponderosa and Douglas firs of the
mountinas slowly chage to Pinyon Pine and Juniper. Eventully the pines disappear and
one is in sagebrush and rabbit brush areas, as above, south of the Lake Malheur area,
north of Tule Lake. Ordinary Americans who know nothing about it and one said in
Carson City, “there is nothing out there” but that attitude to where they live is grossly
mistaken. It is beautful out there, with the Jack Rabbits, Lava Beds and Sage desert in
bloom. This became a complex work over time. Originally it was just a study of the Lake
Abert area, a little north of Tule Lake. But what a bunch of right wing fanatics,
evidently inspired by the far right billionaires, the Kock Borthers, took over the Lake
Malhueur wildlife reguge and demended all federal land be given to them and this
panting seemed about something different. I twas about real freedom, Not the freedom
to brn and destroy and kill for human centered wishes , but treal freedom, the freedom
to escape tyrnats, for instnace, as the Jack Rabitts in the paintiing are trying to save
their babies fomr the Red tail hawks who want ot eat them.
Jack Rabbits are not really rabbits. They are all of the order Legomorphs, but the Jack
Rabbit is really a Hare or Lepus, a different species than the various kinds of rabitts.
Hare babies, called Leverets are born with hair and eyes open and the ability to soon be
one their own, whereas rabbits are born with eyes closed and the babies are hairless and
unable to function.
I wanted to show somethig of the beauty of the lichens on the rocks, and the Red Tails
flying. I’ve been acorss the Great Basin nine times and lvoe the palces I have seen there.
I like the mountain clffs and how the snow looks on them. The Great Basin really
extends from just west of the Black Hills, (Thunder Basin National Grass Lands) in
Wyoming all the way to northeastern California, eastern Oregon and on up into Canada.

The rock and geology in this work are done from the Lake Abert area, a little south of
Tule Lake.. From what I can make out Lake Abert is shrinking badly in recent years,
largely due to global warming and extended droughts as well as the water wars of
California where farmers take far more water from streams and rivers than they should.
Lake Abert is adversely affected and so is Tule Lake. WaterWatch, an environmental
advocacy group says that “ Lake. Leaselands displace refuge habitat and divert senior
refuge water rights to serve agribusiness.” And they advocate that “phase out
commercial farming on 22,000 acres of Tule Lake and Lower Klamath National Wildlife
Refuges”. It is clear that historically the land was more or less stolen from the Modoc

Native Americans, and then Tule Lake was divided up and more than half was destroyed
for farming. I have seen the extensive burning the government does to keep the farmers
going, and it is really not fair to the land to keep doing that.1 It is one of the biggest bird
feeding areas in the world and should be kept for them. Humans control too much of the
world already, to its harm everywhere. Woody Guthrie wrote

There was a big high wall there that tried to stop me
Sign was painted, said: “Private Property”
But on the back side it didn’t say nothing—
This land was made for you and me.

He should have added that it is also made for the birds and animals, and Cranes and
Pelican, Avocets and Stilts have as much right to this land as we do. Indeed, the fight
over the wildlife refuge systems is wrong headed. Humans have no prescriptive right to
destroy land and misuse water. What should be done is hunters and Ducks Unlimited
should be kicked out of Refuges and they should be real Refuges, no longer serving
hunting groups pretending to protect birds while they kill them, under the phony guise
of “scientific management”. The “fallacy” of wildlife “management” was carefully
explained by John Livingston. “ Ours is the species that treats the land as though it
owned it.” No one owns the earth, it belongs as much to Sea-snails and Hummingbirds
as to humans.
“How can you harvest a stand of trees you did not plant, or a shoal of fish you did
not propagate, or a trophy moose you did not raise?...The unfortunate legacy of
the harvest idea is that it perpetuates and reinforces the perceived status of
nature as a resource, a commodity in the human service.” (John Livingston:
Canada: A Natural History, p. 182)

1

The source of these quotes and some good maps of Tule Lake can be found here:
http://waterwatch.org/programs/restoring-the-klamath/klamath-program

In the center, roughly, are three Pronghorn, two closer nd one climbing the hill beyond
them.

Closer to the viewer than the Prognhorn are some Jack Rabitts. On the right is the male
trying to distract the Redtails from seeing the mother and babies, who are in the center.
The mother and babies can be made out a little above the male and to the left of him,
behind an orange rock, in the shadow of a Sage Bush.

Black-necked Stilt
These are not common. I saw some at TuleLake in North east California, and at Bear
River in Utah. A few other times too, but in general they are rare. The Avocet is less rare,
but it too is restricted in number, probably because both of their food sources depend on
good fresh water. This is just a small sketch in oil.

Herons and Egrets

Heron at Heart’s Desire Beach

Egret at Low Tide

Egret in the Salt Marsh

The two paintings above are closely related. The first is the original study done in Point
Reyes, probably in 1988. I eorrf out in the Salt Marsh itself, doing Pickeral weed, and the
hill opposite, somewhere behind or alng side of the hunting blind that was at the
Inverness motel. I did te second in 1997 and changed the bird recenlty, so they are

studies tht took me 30 years, again. The first is small, and was done in goauche, the
second is larger and is in acrylic.

Limantour is not just the Beach, there are wetlands and salt marshes there too as well as an
amazing variety of wildflowers. The is the slat marsh out the sand spit at Limantour. I did this
mostly from memory and gouache sketches I did on the spot of the whit ecliffs at Limatour, so
much life the white Cliffs of Dover in Britain.

I did a second bigger version of this work, which is lost at the moment. I have an old
photo of it, But the above image is much better. The original sketch often is. The Tule

reeds are a bit better on the second version. In any case, I liked this spot very much. No
one went there then, so I was alone painting it for a month or two and did many works
there. No one noticed me or payed attention to me. That is the way I like it. I became
part of the landscape and it became part of me. These are both in gouache. It was too
hard to go out in the field with Oils then. I grew to love gouache. A medium in which to
paint is good if it becomes second nature, natural, done with ease and responds to one’s
nature and intentions well as with as little effort as possible. The hand and heart must
“form to what it works in”, as Shakespeare says of the dyer’s hand. A medium that
announces itself, is pointless, and might even be a hindrance. Now that I have a small
wooden oil box to which I have added a few shelves, it is easier to go out with oils. The
addition of a gouache white expands watercolor to the borders of oil paint. But Oil is far
more versatile. So I rarely use gouache anymore, even though I grew to love it. It has
many of the virtues of oil and the fragility of watercolor. But is range is less than oil,
which has great versatility. Acrylic has a few virtues, namely its speed in drying. But it is
a plastic medium, does not dry the way you put it down, and is not easy to blend well. I
don’t like it much, but there are times where its speed is needed, despite its other poor
qualities.

I did a number of studies of this pond. Here is another without any birds in it. It was
private land then, but now is part of the Park system, called Now Tomales Bay Park,
perhaps. This is largely a water study, as well as one of the hills and their recession in
space.

Wood Duck Pond, 1988-2018

Another pond in Point Reyes. I did a number of studies of this and the birds there. I did a somewhat
schematic study of the Wood duck and only did the ducks in pond itself recently. It took me 30 years to
get around to doing that.

I was driving across the country and was in the middle of the Sierra Nevada Mountains
thinking about Stllar Blue Jays, one of my favorite Corvids and favorite western birds. I
had just seen a few high in the mountians. I came down into a valley and there was a

mountain pond there, with crystal water reflecting the sky. There are few places in the
world where water, wild water, can be as beautiful as California. Places like the Smith
River, the Salmon River, the Moukolome, or the small creeks or ponds in the Sierras,
such as I am speaking of here. Places not yet ruined by greed, glitz and the corruption of
real estate moguls.
So in this pond were pieces of granite, a remarkable rock in California, gray and
studded with black and white veins. Many rocks in California are volcanic and relatively
new, plasma like, molten formed. This is clear when one studies them. I need to add to
this that the light is so lovely in California that the way it illuiminates clear and clean
waters is amazing and rarely pictured. It is very rare to see a painting of that, if ever.
That was the case in this pond and other places I have seen in California. These granite
rocks could be seen under the crystal water , and one stuck out of the water and on it
rested a Canada Goose. I am not saying I achieved this here, but I tried.
It could not have been more perfect, except I wanted a Stellar Jay to be there. When I
looked at the pictures and from film footage I saw I needed leaves in the water too. Back
in Ohio, I studied leaves on water, and tried floating various kinds of leaves on the
Rocky or Chagrin rivers. I tried various quiet ponds. I wanted water that was not
moving, and leaves that spiraled slightly in a gentle wind. I painted in the rocks and the
leaves and did the pines and the Stellar Jay. I was never happy with the Jay so I did it
again more recently, with the Stellar Jay. It is not perfect but it is better now.

This bird is named after George Wilhelm Steller, I am not a big fan of naming species
after people,--it is too human centered and vain, so I think of the Stellar Jay as being
named after stars. Not Steller’s Jay but Stellar Jay, no possession.

Rufous hummingbird and Hedge Bindweed
Point Reyes 1999-2017
The studies for this come from Point Reyes. I am still not entirely happy with it, though
it has gotten better the times I have worked on it. I orginally had a Ruby throated
hummer in it, but I took that out when I saw a Rufous in 2007 in Arcata, California,
where we lived for a time. I did not get around to working on it again until 2017. It is
now 2018, so I did this a few months back.

Close up on the Rufous Hummingbird in Point Reyes

Oystercatcher drawings

Oystercatchers, 2014
I saw these up near Crsent City, a very depressed cominity in Northern Califrnia, near
the Oregon border. It is a very spceialized bird that lives on on the west coast, with a
simlar, but differently colored bird living in the south and east coasts of North America.
The red beak and greyish legs are specific to this species, as is the brown/black feathers.
The algue and barnacled rocks of the north coast are also covredin various algaes and
seaweeds, seapalms, kelp, seastars, anenomes and crabs

Close up of the Oystercatchers

Curlew
I often saw these in Bolinas, at the far southern end of the National Seashore. It is a
great place. The finest bird artist there is Keith Hansen, whose studio I have visted a few
times.

Western Grebe

White and Grey Pelicans

close-up of the Allen’s Hummingbird,
redone in 2017

Hero’s Wetland Revisted
Hero’s Wetland is a place where I spent over two years studying animals, birds, a
wetland and a river, all of nature, in fact. I made this study from 1998-2001.We moved
in 2001 and I occisonlly went back. But it was quite far, so I did not go often. I stopped
going there in 2010 or so when the Cleveland Metroparks started spraying dangerous
herbicide on everything near the ground. They sprayed the ground for 6 long miles in
the Rocky River Reservation, imitating George Bush’s “Shock and Awe” bombing of
Baghdad. I saw no more turtles, nesting Canada Geese, ducks, and many other species.
The park claimed their herbicide would just kill off the Lesser Celandine, an invasive
plant, but that was false, it killed nearly everyting in the pond and on the ground. It
stopped most life to kill one plant. It was a huge disaster, but few cared or noticed. I had
told them over a decade earlier, when this plant was in a much smaller area, that is was
a threat, but they did nothing. The health of the wetland was destroyed. So this is partly
a picture of what the place looked like before that kill off. Maybe it has returned to what
it once was, I do not know, as I have not been back to check.

This map shows various nests at Heroes in 1999. It does not show the Canada Geese
nests, which were all on logs or grass inside the pond outline in the middle. Many of the
the paintings below correlate to various views of the pond or the River from different
angles. So for instance, I saw Bank Swallows and Rough Wing Swallows flying out of
holes in the retaining wall built on the river. They probably had nests in there. The
painting below is of a Black Cherry branch in which a House Finch is sitting. We are
looking across the River and I am on the other side in the woods looking toward the
viewer. The River turns to the upper left of the map, not shown in this map, where the
deer looks into the distance. Some Canada Geese swim with their babies and a female
Cardinal returns to her nest.

So, each of the major Heroes paintings is shown below, in context. Heroes was a very
complex place. Even mating took place at definite places. The Blue-wing Teals for
instance, mated off the sitting log area, near where the Killdeer nested, in succeeding
years. I watched them do it. The Canada Geese mated near where they would be nesting,
usually. What follows is a more complex view of where most of the paintings are pointed
to, in terms of the direction of vision. My object was to create a sort of natural history of
the place from the various points of view of individual species. As far ias I know, no one

has ever bothered to do this before. Humans in these works are accidental, species are
primary, hence the title, Heroes Wetland, which celebrates individual species in an exact
place and not a human centered view of general animals and birds.

This map shows the direction of view of many, not all, of the paintings I did of Heroes Wetland
over many years. While most of them were started, or even finished during the 2-3 years I spent
daily studying this place, many were worked on subsequently, and a few like the Oriole painting
were done this year in 2017, though it is based on work from 1999 or so. I was also,

through the eyes of its inhabitants, trying to do a portrait of the place at large, not just
individual works. A lot of my work has been an effort to do a collective portrait of a time
and a place like this, not merely an individual portrait, but what might be called
ecological portrait. This is mostly about birds, though if I added animals. trees. or
plants, there would be far more. My concern since Point Reyes, was to do an
appreciation and inquiry into an entire place in this way, It was a goal that could never
be entirely realized and there are many more paintings that I thought of but never
completed. A complete rendering of a given place would take many years and much
more knowledge than I now have. It is a goal worth aspiring to however.

So if ones takes a walk a brief walk around the pond in a clockwise direction beginning
at the Canada Geese mating, one encounters various experiences, for I tend to think of
these paintings as records of real experiences, paintings of experiences of space and life.
One sees the Canada Geese mating. Then the Oriole above the pond with the Green
Heron and the Scarlet Tanager , and the Deer and her baby across the pond. This is the
same deer I loved in the Forest, which is next to the Oriole painting. Next to that is the
female Canada Goose on her nest with the male swimming toward her, whch is the same
animal as is mating earlier. The there is the Indigo Bunting singing, the female Robin
with her babies safe in the Hawthorn tree, which is near the Indogo singing, acorss the
little Lorain Bridge, under which the Swallows nest .The vividness of the color is the
perception of life well lived. Then one moves down to the next sequence:

Then we have arrived at Rocky River, and here we see the Swallows, in this case a Barn
Swallow and Geese down river, training their young to fly when fall comes. Then there
is an Oriole female building her nest out of milkweed fiber. A House Finch sits in wild
Cherry blossoms over the river. The sun rises over the green river and the female
Redbird has the sun in its wings. Here there is a small area between the river and the
pond, which is an old oxbow near the river, and I call this area “Little Bird Lane”. It is
one of the best places in northern Ohio to see migrating Warblers, among many others. I
painted a Hero’s Panorama here of the Yellow Warbler, Muskrat. Geese and a Red
Headed Woodpecker. Then one walks between the river and the pond. This is where I
was breathing with deer at dawn one cold morning. Near there I saw the Killdeer on its
nest and did a painting of her, as she tried to convince me she had a hurt wing and
flashed at me her orange tail.

The way around Heroes Wetland used to take me hours to walk, sometimes the best part
of a day, though I suppose if one did not look at anything it might take a half hour or so.
I never did that. I watched everything, for two years, nearly every day. I watched the
Redstarts who came through in early May and back again, in late September, flying
south now. Then I saw Monarch butterflies who laid their eggs on the Red Milkweed
plants, and the Redbird who ate the crab apples in the winter, and the Red Headed
Woodpecker who loved the lichen covered trees as well as the dead snags in the pond
where they nested. It was a great time in my life, and one that I shall never forget.
I end this little walk at the Back Lagoon, as I called it, with the Red Headed
Woodpeckers. As you can see this is a sort walk, a much longer one is below. I do not
include all of them, only a few of the main ones, many others appear below. But even
that is not al that I know or saw.

Due to human activity the pond has changed since the late 90’s. For instance the
park built a dyke, causing the water level to rise somewhat. I doubt they thought this
through very carefully. The place is on old riverway, a cul de sac or oxbow. Building a
dyke made the pond less prone to drought, and thus less seasonal. While this helped
some species who are more dependent on water, it did harm to those who profited from
the grasses. Raising the water level also killed a lot of trees, which was good for the
woodpeckers in the short term but not in the long term.
With the deeper water most of the snags in the ponds fell down, When the water level
was not kept at a constant, the snags stayed upright longer and this meant more
successful nesting for the Red Headed Woodpeckers, and the flickers. The pond is now
more of a human centered pond than it was. While this makes the pond better for
human centered viewing, I know it makes it less “natural”. This is not to say it is still a
great place, it is, but it is a more human controlled place. I was glad I got to know it
before the changes, as I saw many things that I would not have seen, which had nothing
to do with humans.

House Finch in a Cheery Tree and the River

Geese and Goslings

The three picture above are a portrait of the Rocky River next to Heroes. The wetland
area is really an old oxbow of the river altered by the Park and the golf course nearby. I
largely ignored the golf course, though I did see some golfers trying to hit Geese on
“their” land where they hit the silly little white ball.
There was a magnificent Black Cheery Tree there with the most beautiful white
blossoms in the spring and that largely defines this work.

Hero’s Wetland: Redbird Geese and Crab Apple in Winter

This is a similar view up the river a bit, in the winter, when the river is largely frozen.
The break of the ice in the spring can be very dramatic and not a little dangerous. The
ice can be six inches thick and be in pieces twenty feet long and 10 feet wide, which
come down the river like large logs and gouge into the banks and sediments . This shows
the ice only starting to break up, it is still February, but in March it can get very violent.

Barn Swallow Geese on the River and Blue Heron.

This is up the river, moving north, whereas the previous one was more south. This is
high summer, when the geese have made their extended families, and they are spending

the afternoon in the river, as they often do, forming migration parties. Soon they will
practice flying together when the little ones are a little bigger. It was very interesting
watching the adults teach the young, and they are very smart about it, showing the little
ones how to fly and stay in formation. The Blue Heron is resting in the tree, tired after
catching fish in the pond.

Mallard female, in the River. 2000-2018

Heroes Wetland: Oriole

You can see the word “muskrat” on the left side of the map on the pond line. They had
babies there that year and in succeeding years. The panting below shows these muskrat
babies from the opposite side of the pond. Yes, these paintings interlock, they are
multiple views of the same place form different sides and different seasons. The painting
of the oriole above is of a species I studied a great deal. It is done from where the
muskrats lived.
The Wetland is full of life.

A Green Herons sits on a log below the Oriole, fishing for Frogs or Pollywogs. (detail)

The Mother deer, is watching the Heron with some apprehension, as her young fawn is
drinking nearby. There is nothing to be afraid of but deer watch everything for danger.
They are naturally apprehensive. I spend some months getting the deer at Heroes sued
to me to the point that I could take siestas near them in the leaves. A Wood Duck is
preening on the log right near the fawn, unconcerned. (detail)

The Blue Heron is not concerned with the deer at all, indeed, it flies to avoid it, -- it is
just looking for a place to land near the edge of the pond.

A painted Turtle, sits on a log sunning. Its shell catches the sunlight from the west, it is
late in the day.

At the top of the painting a Flicker is flying over. I tried to picture something of the
golden resplendence of the beautiful underwings of these birds when they fly. Of course
this image is only aobut an inch big, so it cannot be much more detailed than it is. Out
west there are more reddish underneath, as the shafts fo the feathers there are red, not
yellow. (detail)

On the upper left an Amberwing Dragonfly is flying up. This is not much bigger than the
Flecker above, but it is better done. (detail)f

In the middle right one can see two Wood Ducks, a Blue Heron an a stump and a Scarlet
Tanager on a branch.

On the bottom of the painting there is a young Snapping Turtle, a young frog, probably a
Tree Frog, a young Bull Frog sitting on the log to the right, a Green darter Dragonfly is
flying under the branch the Oriole sits on. Neither the Green Heron or the Snapping
Turtle are likely to eat the frogs, as they are very fast and often escape danger. The
Green Heron below is done from a video. Painting a Green Heron from life, or most
birds for that matter is extremely difficult. I love video for the time element it introduces
into the study of birds and other moving beings.

This was the particular Green Heron who figured out my habits of walking around
Heroes Wetland and would use me as a foil, since I scared Bull frogs and other frogs into
the water as I walked. This Heron figured that out and would catch frogs as I walked
along. It not only got to know my habits, but could anticipate where the frogs would
jump, overcoming both its fear of me and thinking ahead to where to catch the frogs.
Smart, thinking bird, as they all are.

On the left corner of the painting, below the fly on the branch, is a Long Jawed
Tetragnath, a not very large spider, that occurs near creeks and wetlands.
On the upper right is a hornet’s nest and a Bald Faced Hornet flies below it near the

mud above the water in the pond. It is very small.

Heroes Wetland: Yellow Warbler
I named the little peninsula., Heroes Peninsula, that sticks out into the pond above
where the Muskrat dens. The Muskrat den was over behind the Canada Goose sitting on
her nest on the upper left, safely, on top of a stump. The male is on a log nearby
watching out for her, and they are very vigilant. A large Snapping Turtle crawls up out of
the water to get some sun. Snapping turtles attack from below the water, and I have seen
more than one bird be harmed or killed by them, dragged under the water slowly.

Another of the panoramic paintings of Heroes that can seen in the above map. This is
painted from the sitting log area, where I would often see Warblers, so here is a Yellow
Warbler, painted much more than life size. Behind the Yellow Warbler is a Muskrat
family. This is June or early July in the Wetland and the older geese, particularly last
years males form into groups I call the Bachelors. They are full of noise and antics. Here,
they are trying to displace to one off the snag top. They play this game, like King of the
Mountain, to see who can retain it, and not be knocked off. A Red Headed Woodpecker
flies over, going to its nest, probably, perhaps with a bit of food for a baby. This time of
year is all about babies, families and food for all. It is a time of constant activity at
Heroes and shows it to be vector for many forms of life. Indeed, watery places like this
are key to the ecology of many beings.

Red Headed Flying

Heroes Wetland: Deer and Birds
This is one of the numerous panoramas of Heroes Wetland too. It is of the deer I got to
know very well that was murdered by the Cleveland Metroparks. I did a painting of that
too. The park blames the deer for habitat loss when the primary destroyer of habitat
across the U.S. is humans not deer. Officials who launch these killing sprees never count
the destruction of lands by corporate sprawl, developers, profiteers, or roads. But these
events push the deer into suburbs and parks, where they are killed, usually by cops or
bow hunters. Humans are to blame for this for shrinking wild spaces, not deer.
Heroes Peninsula juts out just beyond my wife and I who are watching the events that
unfold at Heroes.. Few people are aware of this happening. I begin to think I am the only
one. This unfolding occurs all day and all night. Down low there is a White Throated
Sparrow, which come through this time of year, or a little earlier. Many birds, such as
the Sparrow here, Oven Birds, Blue Birds, Orioles, Solitary Sandpipers, Warblers and
Blue wing Teals return to Heroes year after year. I saw the Blue wing Teals mate in the
identical area over a number of years.
On the left and behind the Sparrow, is a Chipmunk in the leaf litter. A male Pileated
Woodpecker is feeding its growing baby on a tree trunk to the right of the deer’s head.
A Red Headed Woodpecker in on a tree trunk above the deer’s head. In the pond are
some geese. This is their breeding season in the spring and they are very busy.
This is a complex work which accurately shows the ecology of life at the pond from this
view in the late 1990’s.

Heroes Wetland: the Back Lagoon

This is a panorama of the area of Heroes Wetland I called the “Back Lagoon”. It was the
favorite place of American Toads, who would sing there, to the left of this work, every
spring, in large numbers. Their throaty long and blending whistle are continuous and
somewhat pulsing songs are beautiful and I would sit on the sitting log there and listen
to them for a long time. One of my favorite birds at Heroes was the Red Headed
Woodpecker, that nested in the tall dead trees, mostly cottonwoods that had lost their
bark. Very social birds, they would talk to each other across the pond all day long. They
sounded somewhat like monkeys.

The old trees or snags often fell into the pond and made homes for many species. Here
some Woodducks, a male and female sit on the log, safe and resting. Their babies are
nearly full grown now and are swimming nearby, out of sight here. They travel in
groups, no longer babies, until the migration time. The female Wood-duck has a
plaintive little call, which keeps her babies aware of her and where she is. My wife could
imitate that sound perfectly and she would come in our direction when she made it.

The male Wood Duck makes a head bobbing motion to the female during mating
season. This is another painting. He seems to show off his beautiful burgundy colored
breast and his white throat.
She seems to like that.

Hero’s Wetland: “Nature’s Rights”
The concept of Nature’s Rights should not be confused with the Lockean concept of
Natural rights. Locke believed in a natural right to life, liberty, and property. He
contended, wrongly, that all men and women are the property of god and seems to have
reintroduced the Monarch and the regent of god, and thus created merely another form

of human centered authority. This is not “Natures Rights” It is merely another form of
consentual speciesism.. Natures rights in contrast is the concept that all beings,
including trees, animals, oceans, rivers, and all things in nature have rights and deserve
to be preserved. Nature’s Rights is opposed the use of animals as property, slaves or
chattels, the use of nature as an adjunct to human supremacy, the idea that man is the
measure of all things. Man is not the measure of all things.

This painting, which is called “nature’s rights” was done because I studied closely a
female Robin and her babies. She had built her nest in a Hawthorn tree and hid her nest
in its branches surrounded by the formidable thorns of this tree. Animals, predatory
birds and humans all avoid such a tree because they are likely to get stuck by the thorns.
She knew this, and this knowledge is itself nature’s rights. All sentient beings have this
knowledge and seek to avoid the predation by other species. John Livingstone was
wrong that such beings as Rabbits or Grouse and “prey animals” accept being killed by
Hawks or Bobcats. They do all they can to avoid such a cruel fate.
Humans need to learn to adapt to animals, as much as animals have had to adapt to
humans. The concept of human rights is meant to contradict the concept of human
supremacy of all kinds. It means for instance that humans do not have the right to kill
Albatrosses by long line fishing. Albatrosses die because of this cruel practice, trying to
catch the fish on the mile long lines studded with hooks holding fish. Rather than
Albatrosses becoming threated or extinct due to such practices the practices need to be
stopped as immoral and illegal.
The point here is to stop “externalizing” the cost of business to outside entities, stop
killing animals and forests merely for profit or because they are in the way of profits.
Stop killing patients who cannot afford health care because they are not part of
industrial medicine profit motives in medical practice. Capitalist medicine is unfair and
unjust to those who cannot afford it. It is far better to recognize the rights of all people
to health care and let the Insurance Corporations go out of business. The idea of nature’s
rights would outlaw medical insurance as immoral and illegal.
Nature is more important than either humans or economy. Both depend on nature and
not vice versa. Giving corporations the rights of persons is to elect them above nature
and other humans, is incredibly stupid because they do harm to both nature and other
humans. Nature owns itself, no one has the right to claim nature as property to use or
destroy as they will. No one can own any species because species have created
themselves. Altering species genetically to serve a profit motive is corrupt and immoral.

Heroes Wetland: Indigo Bunting in the Forest

This is a large work for me, 24 x 36.

I studied the Indigo Bunting at Hero’s and up on Stinchomb’s Hill enough to begin to
really hear its song. I started this painting in 1999 and could not finish it. I only finished
it recently, made the bird smaller, established its form much more carefully. It was fun
to do again, as I learned a lot of the patterns of grasses and leaves and how the DNA
symphony we call a forest actually is a series of patterns of trunks, bark and leaves,
grasses and forbs in a complex interplay of lives. An animal like the Indigo lives in the
midst of that and has its own DNA pattern in its body, in its bilateral symmetry. But
beyond this is has the creative pattern of its song, that goes well beyond the pattern of
DNA and begins to create itself anew with each birth. The pattern of the song follows the
general pattern of all Indigo Bunting songs, but there are local differences in the birds of
a given area, even to the pattern of an individual, because the song is not just a genetic
pattern, but created by individual adults who teach it to their children. I learned this too
form the Oriole, which also sings a similar breeding song and call in similar areas, but if
one travels a few miles away, or hundreds of miles, the song changes and changes quite
a lot. It is this tendency to local accent and note sequences which distinguishes one
group from another, one family from another. This is very like human languages. The
birds hear as territory rights, and sing as a kind of aural fence to keep out adjacent
males from a nesting area. It does not always work of course.
But one can justly extrapolate this tendency to human language, which likewise form
accent regions, or even different languages, if the distance or impassibility of terrain is
sufficient to create a barrier between the populations. Human speech likewise creates
cultural differences, which are like territorial markers in the songs of birds. Being able
to speak a given language is an entrance into a culture, if not an actual belonging, it is a
tremendous advantage to the speaker. Human Rights are often restricted to those who
cannot speak a given tongue, and human rights is often denied to those who are too
different from the created norms of a given population. What is rarely acknowledged is
that human rights has its basis in Nature’s Rights, the right of an oriole to a given area
where it sings or the right of an albatross to fly over the sea, once it can stay a lot long
enough and find food for its babies.
Here I was concerned with the Indigo Bunting, its beautiful blue, cerulean and
ultramarine, modulated with grey, umber and purple. But this concern and the light
that shines through the leaves on a late June morning were accompanied by thoughts of
how it lives and the pattern of its body and the patterns of life all around it, seeming to
sing alone on its branch but not really singing alone at all, as all around it are the
complex meanings of its world, and the female is there too, hiding somewhere, not at all
the color of the sky like the male, but the color of the earth, and invisible in the midst of
it. She is there, hiding somewhere. Even the male is amazingly hard to see in the green
foliage it lives in. The female is brown and nearly impossible to see.

Heroes Wetland: Blue Jay above Stinchcomb’s Hill.

This panorama is a place about a mile or so from Heroes north of the Wetland. The
Rocky River cuts a deep gorge of sorts here. I am up here along the ridge near the Bill
Stinchcomb monument. The Cleveland Metroparks are his creation, and despite the

many and often corrupt boards that have run the parks since Stinchcomb died in 1957,
they have been unable to entirely destroy his vision of a wild park system. His mission
statement sets up ‘conservation’ as the first charge of the park, the second being
‘education’ and lastly ‘recreation’. This makes justifying human centered recreation
somewhat difficult. That was brilliant and the parks are still mostly wild places, though
attempts are made to subvert this by corrupt board members.
The reason I spent a lot of time on this hill was because of the plants and birds there.
It is one of the best paces in our area to study Indigo Buntings who nest there, and
Goldfinches. Indeed, I often called this hill Indigold Hill. Here a Blue Jay flies over, and
I am watching it. The Valley is resplendent with autumnal tints, and the river flows
through the gorge, with only occasional strength and conviction. The river is often weak
when the water is low, but once we went down the rocky after a storm. It was a wild and
somewhat dangerous ride, my back side often hitting the higher rocks that protrude up
from this well named river. My wife rode high and I low, which tells me I must lose
some weight. I was not hurt, but was sore for a day or two.
Aster, Queen Anne’s Lace, Canada Thistle and other plants are common in the fields on
Indigold hill. Insects, particularly Hymenoptera, not so much European bees as local
ones, swarm the Aster plants when they are ripe.

Bald Eagle Nest:
2 Eagles. 2 Hooded Mergansers, Blue Bird, Red Headed Woodpecker and Egret

This is another wetland in our back yard in the National Park. These Sycamores were a
Heron Rookery, but when the Eagles came in and built their nest they ate the babies of
the Herons and the Herons moved acorss the Valley, and that lasted some years but
then they left that area too, perhaps again scared away by the Eagle’s predacious habits.
It is remote enough to attract rare birds for this area, such as the two Hooded
Mergansers, the Blue birds, Eagles and Egrets.. The Curealean Warbler and the
Prothonatory Warlber ( I painted this one below) both live near here too.

I stood mostly alone in the new Rookery, though my kids and wife often came too. This
Rookery is gone now, a few years later. I sometimes heard gunshot back where the
herons nested acorss the Valley from the Eagles. So that may have been the reason they
left too. It is illegal to shoot back there, but hunters, poachers and scoflaw gun fanatics
do what they do. I heard one farmer say he wanted to kill all the coyotes in the park. He
evidently did not know that coyotes help control rodent populations which harm farms.
People live in their unexamined delusions and myths all too often. Herons do not harm,
so it is hard to imagine why hunters would shoot them. But then hunters are an
irrational lot.
This is a painting done on the spot of the Heron Rookery across the Valley. The tree
with the leaves in front is a young Beech. My daughter climped in that tree. The birds
themselves were very hard to paint from life. They were constantly moving, even the
ones in the nests. So I walked back to this spot for a week or more, on days where the
weather was appropriate. Herons are intelligent and social birds, and very affectionate
with one another at the nest site. The babies get quite large, nearly adult size, by the
time they fledge and fly out.
Rookeries can last for many years, perhaps decades or even centuries, if they are not
molested, trees succeed the parent trees and the Herons continue to feel safe there. A
Rookery is a very loud and lively place, and one learns a great deal about this species
there. They are not, after all, Pterodactyls, even if they resemble them is some ways.
They are great parents, good fishers, good nest builders and excellent at flying.

Green Heron’s World
A nearby wetland to the one above, two paintings up. There is a tiny Kingfisher up in the
left snag. I did another painting of this wetland from the far bank, from above, up the
hill where the White Pines grow up the side of the hill. One can see the ducks unafraid of
the train that speeds by. I also did the one of the Turkeys up there, while my son was
playing in the leaves. One can also see where I did the above painting from, near the

tracks on the left of the painting below.

Marriage Portrait:
This “Marriage Portrait” was a common genre in Rembrandt’s time ( the 1600s). But it
is much more unusual in our time. It is rarely set in the natural setting like this. My wife
and I are looking up at an Osprey flying over, the bird in front is a Red breasted
Nuthatch, fairly rare in this area. Below are various parts of this work

Canada Geese

It is amazing that these babies came to term. I have seen Raccoons scare a goose off her
nest and eat the eggs. She was nesting at a place called Heroes Peninsula, nearly
underneath the tree where Hero himself nested above. I learned from her that they hang
around the pond for a few days and then go up river to teach the little ones how to be
geese. She spent around thirty days sitting on this nest and the babies were born as you
see here.

.

Geese on the River.

Gander Sleeping

Beginning of Mating

Beginning to Mate

Mating Ritual

Mating Ritual.

Clamour of Geese in the Twilight Sky

This is just a photoshop image I made for fun. I sometimes make things up on
photoshop to see if I like the composition of the forms and colors. I like this image
because it shows the loneliness and tireless extent to which migrating birds fly. The
universe is around them and they keep going no matter what.

This is a real painting, not made on a computer. I started it in 99, but only finished it
this year, 2018. There are few things more exciting than watching an entire flock of
Geese taking off to migrate. They prepare for this for months, the adults teaching the
young first to swim together, then flap their wings together and eventually to take off
and stay together as one group. They fly one after another in a triangular shape, often
called a ‘chevron’, saving those behind them wind resistance.
There are many practice flights, and eventually they actually fly off, each group going the
way the parents know. These days, with the spread of Canada Geese into areas where
they were extirpated, or shot into non-existence, they sometimes do not know where to
go. I sometimes see lost flocks or couples, trying to figure out where to go. Occasionally,
I see a lone goose, whose mate was probably shot. Mostly I hear people talking about
their poop, which is usually rained away. Such people rarely talk about their own, which
is still polluting lake Erie, various rivers and creeks. Humans are not as bad now as they
were in the Medieval period, when towns were stinky and people through their poop out
the windows. But it is still a problem and pollution is world wide.

This is nearly a caricature of us, but accurate in its way.

The Bachelors playing Gander on the Tree Stump.
This is a Goose variation of the human game “King of the Hill”. Geese, thankfully, do
not recognize kings. The young males learn this game from each other and play it with
great deal of noise and activity.

Running on water

for more on Geese see
http://www.naturesrights.com/canada%20geese%203.asp

Passerines

Goldfish in Jackson Field, near Chagrin River

These two pictures of Common Grackles, at our house. Above and below are not studies
of what they ordinarily look like. They are black birds with a yellow eye. In most lights
they are black or dark greyish brown. But they have iridescent feathers that reflect light,
especially at the beginning or end of the day, when a slanted sun hits them and they
glow with multicolored hues as the light moves over them. I was interested in how
rainbow like they become in such light. I don’t know why. In most bird species the
female selcts the most handsome of birds as a mate and this might be the case here.
Female Grackles like rainbow colors.
The flower in the one above is Tickseed Sunflower, a very interesting plant which grows
quickly and in a fugitive summer in areas that are disturbed. It produces huge numbers
of seeds. Which spread the plant around.

Orioles

Hero
This is a bit of a fantasy. I actually used the Rocky River near were we lived then, rather
than some miles down the Valley Parkway, where this actually happened. This shows my
spouse on Heroes Peninsula about to recognize that the little bird is being called up by
his father. What is pictured is an actual event, where it is pictured is a bit of a fiction.

Hero

Building the Nest

Oriole Feeding Baby

Redstart Warbler

House Finch Feeding Baby

Male Redbird Feeding Female before Nesting

Song Sparrow

Redwing Backbird and sun.

Juncos and peanuts in the snow.

We are at the southern end of their zone and they migrate to our area from Canada in
the winter. Curious birds which I have come to love, they have a flicking white tail
feather which flashes when they move or fly abruptly away. I wonder if is a warning to
other birds of their kind. The Black and White Tailed Deer do this too, as a warning to
their kind.

Prothonotory Warlber.

One of our most beautiful Warblers, it is not terribly common but the blue and yellow on
this bird is very lovely. Secretive and furtive, I do not see them often, but it is always a
joy to see them out or singing.

Redbird in Maple Leaves on Rocky River

Redbird above Creek

This is over a smallish creek called Columbia Run. The procedure for doing this work
was different than usual. I roughed in the bird and then followed what I intuited might
be the likely scene and then went out and found a place like it, with the bank moving to
the left. The kids liked to play in the clay mud here, making mud pies and the like. The
bird itself was done from photos I took and animal skin photos online. The feathers are

still a bit rough, though this is often the case with wild birds. But it is largely
anatomically correct. At the time I was studying bird anatomy, but much like human
anatomy there are many things to study and great variation from individual to
individual. I think this is one of the better “small” works on birds I have done, though
its size belies how much effort was put in it.

It is rare to see a Scarlet Tanager, much less see one taking a bath. I read years ago that
they are rare in woods less that 100 acres. Fortunately I live next to woods much larger
than that, and a wild creek that is mostly pretty clean.

This is a Chinese ink study, done from a photo. I was using it not to make a copy of it, so
much as to try to get an understanding of how to use the ink, which is subtle and
difficult. The book it is from is called the Music of the Birds. It is a lovely book of birds
singing. This is a Woodthush, which, like the closely related Hermit Thrush, has one of
the most beautiful and haunting songs in nature. I used to call it the crystal flute bird,
because of its beautiful song. The only bird I have heard that rivals the Hermit Thrush is
the Varied Thrush in the large Redwood forests of California, which sings high in the
biggest trees in the Spring and makes of the largest Forest trees a wonder of sight and
sound that is inexpressibly beautiful. I stress the inexpressible part, there are few things
more beautiful in our world. I have never been able to get close enough to this bird
singing to take a photo like this, so I am grateful to whoever took this photo.

Yellow Rumped Warber

Closely related to the Swift family, for years I only saw Nighthawks late at night, which
their loud calls can be heard even over large cities. More recently I have seen them at
twilight, so there is still light on them. Only once have I seen the during the day. I tried
to film and photograph them one dusk when I was painting a portrait of a leaning Barn.
There was a whole flock of them along with Chimney Swifts and dragonflies, all of them
eating a very small airborn insect of a kind I never determined. The photos I have were
not good enough to use for this, so I did this study of a rather desiccated taxidermied
skin the CMNH has.

Downy Woodpecker
This was a young male that died flying into our picture window.

’
This is from a photo I took at Doan Creek nature center in Shaker Heights.

Wild Turkeys in Cuyahoga National Park South of Brecksville
I mention this picture of Turkeys earlier. I am over 20 years a vegetarian so I do not eat Turkeys.
They are to me very intelligent birds, not at all a food item. I admire them their mating rituals,
and they flying skill.

Detail of Turkey

Carolina Parakeet. 2015
Went extinct in Ohio, 1918. 100 years ago. Shared a cage with Martha, the last
Passenger Pigeon, that went extinct in 1914.
This taxidermied bird is at the Cleveland Museum of Natural History

This was mentioned earlier. I saw this bird up close and watched it for some weeks
before the babies hatched. It got used to me, but before it did it played like it had a
broken wing, drawing me away from its nest in the grasses.

I got to study this bird, a Barred Owl, for some time in North Royalton, where we lived
for a number of years. Usually he was find with me standing below him, while he slept.
But when I first saw him he flew off, somewhat like this…

k
One of the only birds in this site that is not North American. I have not tired to do
international birds so much, mostly because I have never seen them in real life.

I did a number of studies of Pilated Woodpeckers. These are a few of them

Palm Warbler

Song Sparrow, Presque Isle, Erie Pa.

Chickadee in a Highbush Cranberry, (Viburnum Trilobum) …

I like Cranberry and bird, obviously, but I also like the woods in this one, there is a
Beech tree on the left side of the Berries and I think a Scotch Pine behind the Chickadee.
I sometimes did sketches like this one using an Acrylic paint on think watercolor paper.

This is our backyard in North Royalton. A Nuthatch on a lichen covered branch. Many
of the trees on the left are Beech, who tend to grow in colonies like that, putting out
rhizomes. They use mushrooms to help them gather food, in return for which they give
the mycelium glucose. It is a true symbiotic relationship. That is a shagbark Hickory on
the right.

